A series of experiments investigated how information about geographic environments is processed. In the first experiment, response time to decide which of two pairs of states or buildings were physically closer in the real world increased as the ratio of the interpair distances approached one. The second experiment examined spatial memory for the interrelationships among states and buildings. Subjects' reaction time to determine the accuracy of relative spatial positions of triads of states was a linear function of the degree of triad rotation from the 0° Cartesian plane of a standard U.S. map. No linear rotation function was reported for triad rotations of buildings. In Experiment 3 a group of subjects unfamiliar with the campus tested in Experiments 1 and 2 learned the location of the buildings from a map only. This group's data reflected a linear trend of reaction time with degree of building triad rotation, similar to results with states in Experiment 2. Perhaps when an environment is primarily learned by a map, knowledge of the interpositions of items in the environment is formed in the single perspective of the map. When .the environment is primarily learned through direct experience, knowledge of interpositions of items is more flexible and is processed from many perspectives.
This article examines how individuals chology, cognitive mapping researchers process information about distance and have examined how individuals acquire location from real, familiar settings. Con-and remember information about geosider the following problems: Which pair graphic settings as a function of experience of states is closer together in physical (Appleyard, 1976; Hart & Moore, 1973; distance, Kansas-Minnesota or Arizona-Siegel & White, 1975) . The majority of Texas? Or, imagine that you are shown a this research has depended on subjective picture depicting three familiar buildings analyses of individuals' sketch maps of from your campus and asked if buildings their immediate environments (cf. Lynch, are shown in their correct, relative spatial i960). These research efforts are commendpositions.
able in their examination of extremely There have been two basic approaches complex cognitive processes that possess to studying how spatial information from considerable ecological validity. Unfortureal-world settings is processed. Within nately because of serious methodological the emerging field of environmental psy-limitations, internal validity is so weak in much of this cognitive mapping research that it is difficult to draw definitive con-other hand, recent environmental cognition research has begun addressing problems with the sketch map methodology (Evans, Marrero, & Butler, in press ). The second basic line of research on spatial knowledge has been conducted by cognitive psychologists. This work has followed two relatively distinct lines of inquiry on the symbolic distance effect and on the manipulation of mental images. Research on the symbolic distance effect has examined the relationship between the time needed to compare objects and the distance between them with respect to the comparison dimension. It takes more time to decide, for example, if a tiger is smaller than a rhino than it takes to decide if a squirrel is smaller than a cow. Symbolic distance effects have been found for animal size, people's height, circle size, and stick lengths (see Moyer & Dumais, 1978 , for a review of the symbolic distance effect literature). Little research, however, has examined knowledge of actual physical distances among objects from the physical environment already stored in memory. Maki, Maki, and Marsh (1977) found partial evidence for a symbolic distance effect for the physical distance between states. It took subjects longer to verify a statement about the correct, relative Cartesian position of two adjacent U.S. states than two nonadjacent states. Thus only near and far state comparisons were made. To examine more thoroughly how information about actual physical distance is processed, the present study manipulates interbuilding and interstate distances more continuously across a wider range.
Baum and Jonides (Note 1) have recently also examined individuals' decision times about interbuilding distance judgments. They asked subjects to judge which of two campus buildings was closer in physical distance to a third, standard building. This task was completed under memory and perceptual conditions for a large set of building triads. In the memory condition they found that decision time was a linear function of the ratio of the two comparison distances. The best-fitting function for the perceptual condition was a nonlinear, positively accelerated function of the ratio of the two distances.
The second basic cognitive approach to how spatial information is processed has focused on how orientation information is manipulated. Shepard and his colleagues in several studies (see Shepard, 1975, for a review) found that the time it took to verify if two-or three-dimensional object pairs were the same was a positive, linear function of the degree of spatial transformation between the objects. These studies of mental rotation have used relatively simple, computer-generated two-and threedimensional objects presented either under perceptual or episodic memory conditions. Shepard's research has not examined orientation information from actual objects in the physical environment already stored in memory.
A recent study by Stevens and Coupe (1978) , however, has explored people's knowledge of the relative spatial location of geographic loci, suggesting that certain systematic errors in geographic orientation memory may occur. They found that many persons erred in judging the relative positions of two items in space (e.g., Which is further west, Reno, Nevada, or San Diego, California?) when the superordinate structures (Nevada and California, respectively) were arranged in the opposite, relative geographic positions. Nevada is on the eastern side of California, but Reno is west of San Diego.
The aim of the present series of studies is to combine the relative strengths of the cognitive-mapping and cognitive research paradigms just described, to examine more rigorously how individuals process spatial information from the everyday world. A second objective is to examine two types of geographic stimuli-states and buildingsto determine if they are processed similarly.
This series of experiments investigates how individuals process distance and location information for both buildings and states of the United States. Buildings and states were chosen for two reasons. First, both are actual geographic entities that are involved in daily spatial decision making. That is, we frequently gauge how far apart particular buildings or states are and where one geographic element is located spatially with respect to another. Second, buildings, unlike states, are spatially experienced directly. Although we may use maps and other directional guides to navigate in a city or town, much of our spatial knowledge for the location of buildings emanates from actual experience in the setting. Knowledge about the spatial location of states, however, is learned primarily from maps and, except in atypical cases (e.g., by airplane pilots and bus or truck drivers), is rarely acquired through repeated direct experiences.
In the first experiment subjects were asked to judge which of two campus building interpair distances or which of two U.S. state interpair distances was closer together in physical distance. Experiment 2 required subjects to determine if individual triads of either campus buildings or U.S. states were in the correct spatial relationship. Finally, a third experiment investigated whether knowledge of geographic spatial interposition was affected by environmental experience. Subjects who learned the campus setting from a map, but without ever visiting the actual campus, were compared to subjects from Experiment 2 who learned building locations on their own campus directly.
Experiment 1

Method
Subjects. Twenty-one undergraduates participated as subjects and received partial credit in their respective psychology courses at California State University, San Bernardino. Subjects were randomly assigned to either the building (n = 11) or state (» = 10) condition.
Materials. In the building condition, nine buildings from the California State College, San Bernardino campus were selected. The nine buildings were combined to produce 10 pairs. Each building appeared in either 2 or 3 pairs. This was necessary to create a sufficiently wide, continuous range of interpair distances. Each slide consisted of two building names in a center row, separated by a constant amount of space. Ninety experimental test trials were derived by twice presenting each of the 10 building pairs in combination with each other pair. In the experimental test trials, the interpair distance ratios for buildings ranged from .04 to .94. For each pair of slides, the interpair distance ratio was calculated by dividing the realworld distance between the pair of buildings closer together by the distance between the other pair of buildings. Thus the possible range of interpair distance ratios was 0-1.0. Subjects were instructed to judge interbuilding distances from the closest point-to-point distance between the two structures. Practice materials were similarly constructed using 6 pairs of buildings not included in the experimental trials and were combined to produce 30 practice trials.
Materials in the states condition were constructed similarly to the materials in the buildings condition. Nine states were chosen to produce 90 experimental pairs of slides that closely matched the relative interpair distances in the building condition. The states used were California, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia, and Wyoming. The interpair distance ratios for states presented ranged from .04 to .94. The 30 practice trials with states included 6 pairs of states not included in the experimental trials. Subjects were told that the interstate distances were to be judged from the nearest two points between each pair of states.
Apparatus. Subjects were seated at a table facing the projection screen, with a two-key response apparatus on the table in front of them. Stimuli were presented by a computer driven random access projector, projected at a visual angle of 12°, directly in front of the subject. Reaction time was automatically recorded on a peripheral teletype. One response key was labeled first pair and the other key was labeled second pair. Key designation was counterbalanced across subjects in each condition.
Procedure. The procedure in both the building and state conditions consisted of an instruction period, followed by 30 practice trials, and then 90 experimental test trials. On each trial, subjects were sequentially presented the names of two pairs of items, and their task was to indicate which pair, the first or the second, was closer together in the real world. On each trial, the first pair was presented for 4 sec. The second pair followed after 4 sec and remained on until the subject responded. Subjects' reaction time to determine which pair was closer in the real world was recorded from the onset of the second slide to the subject's response. If a subject did not respond within 10 sec, the trial was automatically terminated and the next trial began. No-response trials did not enter into the data analysis. There was a constant interval of 4 sec between trials.
Prior to testing, subjects were read the names of all of the buildings or states used in the experiment to ensure that they were familiar with the test stimuli. Subjects were also asked to verbally indicate approximately where each item was located. All subjects recognized the building or state names but needed some assistance on location. Buildings were described in terms of their location on campus. States were described in terms of their location in the United States. Subjects were then Inter-pair distance ratios i.oo
given 30 practice trials with accuracy feedback from the experimenter on each trial. Subjects were instructed to respond as rapidly as possible while minimizing errors. After answering questions and a short rest period, the 90 experimental test trials followed. During the experimental test trials, subjects were not given accuracy feedback. Each subject received the 90 test trials in a different random order.
Results and Discussion
The reaction-time functions for all data in this study were tested with polynomial regression procedures. The raw data in milliseconds were normally distributed. Reaction time served as the outcome (criterion) variable. The predictor variable, interpair distance ratio, was regressed onto reaction time. A linear function is determined by a significant R* (p < .001 in all cases) for the linear predictor alone, and no significant increments in J?
2 (p > .05 in all cases) with the inclusion of higher order terms as additional predictor variables. This hierarchical regression procedure is detailed in Cohen and Cohen (1975) . Figure 1 depicts the function between overall mean reaction times for correct responses as a function of the ratio of each building interpair distance. The linearity of the function is evident and supported by a highly significant linear component, F(l,43) = 50.07, MS e = 856,599, and no significant higher order effects. Furthermore, the plots of all 11 individual subjects revealed the same pattern of linearity. Error rates, which correlated positively with reaction time, averaged 11%. Subjects made more errors as the interpair distance ratio approached 1.
The relationship between mean correct reaction time and the interpair distance ratio for states is shown in Figure 2 . As in Figure 1 , the function is clearly linear, F(l, 43) = 92.77, MS e = 103,203, with no significant higher order effects. The plots of all 10 subjects were also linear. Error rates correlated positively with reaction time, averaging 16% across subjects. Subjects made more error as the ratio of the distances approached 1.
The results of Experiment 1 provide evidence for the generalizability of the symbolic distance effect to physical distance judgments between geographic elements already encoded in long-term memory. Subjects took longer to judge whether a pair of buildings or states were closer than another pair when the ratio of the interpair distances was larger. That is, the closer the two pairs were in actual geographic distance, the longer it took subjects to determine which pair represented the smaller interbuilding or interstate distance. It is also interesting that this distance effect occurred for both types of natural stimuli (states and buildings) that are probably learned and experienced in different ways. The distances among buildings in a higher familiar setting are learned primarily through actual experience, whereas interstate distances are largely learned from maps. Furthermore, interbuilding distances in a familiar setting are directly observed more frequently than state interdistances by most people. Yet information about distance for both types of natural stimuli was processed similarly.
We expected that a mental calculation of the ratio of each intraset distance would directly reflect a cognitive process consistent with the symbolic distance effect. Unlike a comparison of the absolute difference in interpair distances, the ratio of the interpair distances is linearly related to the difference between pairs and remains invariant across different absolute item pair magnitudes. Our own introspections and self-reports from our subjects indicated that each intrapair distance was imaged and then directly compared to one another. Furthermore, Baum and Jonides (Note 1) compared several different predictors of subjects' reaction times to determine which of two buildings was farther from a third building. The ratio of the two distances .
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Inter-pair distance ratios was a better predictor of decision time than any of the following: the absolute difference of the two distances, either interbuilding pair distance alone, the sum of the two distances, or the angle formed by connecting one building to the standard and to the other building. The error rates in Experiment 1 indicate that the tasks were moderately difficult in both the state and building conditions. The positive relationship between reaction time and error rates shows that subjects were not trading off speed and accuracy. The more difficult the distance discrimination task, the more errors and the longer it took subjects to make a decision.
Our data indicate that people make comparative judgments about the physical distance between buildings or states in a manner that reflects some systematic, linear relationship between actual geographic distance and the cognitive representation of that distance. Furthermore, the similarity of the two data functions suggests that information about distance between buildings or between states is processed similarly.
Experiment 2
In addition to our explorations of knowledge about geographic distance, we were also interested in how knowledge about the spatial location of geographic elements is processed. As Shepard's work has shown, people can judge from memory with a high degree of accuracy whether pairs of objects are identical when a comparison object is rotated away from the identity orientation of the original test stimulus (Shepard, 1975) . This behavior indicates that knowledge of objects contains some information about their spatial orientation and that manipulation of orientation knowledge in memory is possible.
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to determine if information about actual geographic elements in the environment is processed similarly to novel, simple twoand three-dimensional objects. Subjects in this experiment were shown triads of building and state names, separately. They judged whether each triad accurately depicted the relative physical location of the three geographic elements in the world. As before, we were also interested in whether knowledge of building and state location information was processed similarly.
Method
Subjects, Ten subjects from undergraduate psychology courses at California State University, San Bernardino, volunteered and received partial course credit for their participation. All subjects were in both the state and the building conditions. No subject participated in more than one of these three experiments.
Materials, In the state condition, subjects were presented slides of five sets of three different state triads that were either in the correct relative spatial position or in the incorrect mirror image of the correct spatial position. The distances among the three states in each triad were accurate. Each state was represented by a black dot with a verbal label attached. Each triad was shown at 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, ISO 0 , and 180° orientation from the Cartesian coordinates of a standard map. Thus, subjects viewed seven correct and seven incorrect trials for each of 5 triads for a total of 70 test slides in the state experimental trials. Only conti- Materials in the building trials were constructed similarly and closely matched the relative spatial locations of the test states. Twelve additional practice triads were developed that were not used in test trials.
Apparatus. The same visual display and reaction time apparatus was used as in Experiment 1, One response key was labeled correct and the other incorrect. Key designation was counterbalanced across subjects.
Procedure. All 10 subjects saw both state and building triads with the order of the state and building conditions counterbalanced across subjects. In both conditions, subjects received 12 practice trials followed by 70 test trials. On each trial subjects were shown one triad. Their task was to determine whether it correctly represented the relative spatial position of the three elements as they existed in the real world. Subjects were informed that one half of the triads would be correct and one half incorrect. Reaction time was recorded from the onset of the stimulus slide until the subject's accuracy judgment. The constant intertrial interval was 6 sec. If a subject did not respond within 10 sec, the trial was automatically terminated and the next trial began. No-response trials were not included in the data analysis.
To ensure that subjects understood their task, they were first shown four large cards that depicted the spatial array of three familiar nearby cities and were asked to judge whether each card was correct. In each case the cities were rotated away from the typical Cartesian orientation shown on an area map. Two of the cards were correct and two incorrect, having been reflected to a mirror image. All subjects were given feedback about these trials, and it was emphasized that they were to judge the accuracy of the relative positions of the three items in space.
Prior to the practice test trials, subjects were read the names of the buildings or states used in the first condition of the experiment to ensure that they were familiar with the test stimuli. Subjects were also asked to indicate verbally approximate item locations. All subjects recognized the building or state names, but many needed assistance with location. Buildings were described in terms of their campus location, and states were described in terms of their location in the United States. Subjects were then given 12 practice trials with accuracy feedback on each trial from the experimenter. Subjects were instructed to respond as rapidly as possible while minimizing errors. After answering questions, the 70 test trials followed, utilizing five different triads not presented during the practice period. During the test trials, subjects were not given accuracy feedback. Each subject received a different random order of the 70 test trials. Following the first condition (state or building), subjects were given a short break. They then received instructions, 12 practice trials with accuracy feedback, and 70 test trials on the remaining stimulus set.
Results and Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 are depicted in Figures 4 and 5 . Unlike Experiment 1, there was a marked difference between the state and building functions. As Figure 4 indicates, with triads of states there was a strong linear relationship between mean decision time and degree of orientation of the correct state triads from the 0°C artesian origin, F(l, 5) = 37.30, = 24,436, with no significant higher order effects. Individual subject plots revealed the same linear pattern. Error rates correlated positively with reaction time and averaged 11%. Incorrect stimulus response times exhibited a linear pattern similar to the correct stimulus function. Thus for the states there was a linear function indicating that the more a triad was rotated away from the 0° plane, the longer it took subjects to judge the accuracy of the interpositions of the three states in space.
The building rotation function shown in Figure 5 revealed no linear function, (1,5) = 1.54, MS e = 38,703, nor was there a significant quadratic or cubic function. The overall error rate was 8%, and errors were positively correlated with reaction time. Although there was an apparent lack of linearity between reaction time and degree of building triad rotation from the 0° Cartesian map plane, it is possible that each subject's natural 0°p lane was different from the 0° Cartesian plane of the standard campus map. If each subject had a slightly different 0°p lane, then the average function shown in Figure 5 would obscure individual linear functions. To examine this alternative explanation, each subject's individual rotation function was examined. Each individual's data were reanalyzed to determine if any linear function was apparent. Utilizing each point as a 0° anchor, we tried to fit a linear function through 30° and 60° rotations from the anchor. No linear functions were found for any individual's data.
The error rates for both building and state tasks were moderately high, suggesting that individuals found the rotation task somewhat difficult. In the state but not the building condition, errors increased linearly as the degree of required rotation from the 0° Cartesian plane increased. The positive relationship found between reaction time and accuracy indicated that subjects were not trading off accuracy and speed.
In comparing response patterns for buildings and states, the results of Experiment 2 were different from the results of Experiment 1. Whereas both the distance functions for states and buildings were linear, only the state triad rotation function was linear. The further a triad of states was rotated from the 0° Cartesian map plane, the longer it took subjects to determine if the three states were correctly interpositioned. On the other hand, subjects' memory of the spatial positions of buildings was not subject to the mental rotation effect. Presumably subjects were using a different one of their multiple frames for each trial in the familiar campus building condition.
Experiment 3
One explanation for the dissimilarity between the state and building orientation functions is the difference between how we learn the spatial location of elements in the immediate environment versus the location of states. Most people learn the position of states from maps. Thus our mental representation of the continental United States has a clear orientationCalifornia is on the left with Oregon and Washington. New York, Maryland, the Carolinas, and so on, are on the right. On the other hand, smaller scale environments, such as a college campus, are learned holistically from direct experience. It is not as readily apparent if knowledge of familiar immediate settings is orientation specific. When we imagine the campus where we work or the town in which we live, do they have a constant, specific orientation ?
If the difference between the state and building rotation functions was due to the distinct ways in which we learn such settings (maps vs. actual experience), then we should be able to generate a linear plot of response time as a function of triad rotation for the campus buildings by having a group of individuals unfamiliar with the campus learn it from a map only. The purpose of Experiment 3 was to test this hypothesis. We predicted that subjects who learned the location of the San Bernardino campus buildings from a map only would manifest a linear building triad rotation function, similar to the linear state triad function found in Experiment 2.
Method
Subjects. Ten subjects from the University of California, Irvine, were paid for their participation. No subject was familiar with the San Bernardino campus.
Apparatus and materials. The apparatus and materials were the same as in Experiment 2.
Procedure. Each subject was given a detailed schematic map of the San Bernardino campus that contained outlines of all IS major campus buildings with correct building names. Major roads, paths, and athletic facilities were also shown. The map was a standard campus map prepared for campus visitors. Subjects were asked to learn the locations and names of all the buildings and told that they would be tested on them 2 days later when they returned to the laboratory. Upon arrival for the testing session, the subjects were presented the identical map without verbal labels and were asked to label all the buildings. Most subjects scored perfectly on this first attempt. If subjects were unable to score perfectly, their errors were explained and they were asked to restudy the map again for a short period. Ten minutes later the experimenter retested the subject in the same manner. All subjects scored perfectly by the second test. Once a subject had passed the map-labeling test, the procedures of Experiment 3 were identical to Experiment 2, except that only building trials were given. Thus the subjects in Experiment 3 were given instructions, shown the four large cards with nearby city triads, given 12 practice trials, and then each shown a different random order of the same 70 building triads used in Experiment 2.
Results and Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 are shown in Figure 6 . As predicted, there was a significant linear trend between triad rotation and mean reaction time, ^(1,5) = 34.96, MS; = 48,739, with no significant higher order effects. As inspection of Figure 6 indicates, subjects took longer to determine if a triad was correct, the greater its shift from the 0° Cartesian plane of the San Bernardino campus map. Individual plots for all 10 subjects also were linear. Similar linear functions were found for the incorrect stimuli. Errors averaged 9% across subjects and were positively correlated with reaction time. Subjects made more errors as the degree of triad orientation deviated from the normal Cartesian plane.
A comparison of Figures 5 and 6 illustrates the marked contrast between the manner in which the respective subject groups processed knowledge about the location of the San Bernardino campus buildings. The San Bernardino students apparently did not have a specific 0°o rientation plane of the campus, whereas the Irvine students who learned the San Bernardino campus from a map did have a specific 0° orientation that coincided with the 0° Cartesian map plane. The difference in the two rotation functions is of interest because it suggests that with sufficient experience, knowledge of immediate environments not only becomes more detailed and accurate (Hart & Moore, 1973 ; Siegel & White, 1975) but undergoes qualitative changes also. Perhaps as we experience a setting extensively from many different perspectives, our knowledge of spatial location in the setting is not orientation specific. In any case it is clear that the way students processed spatial location information about their own campus was markedly different from how it was processed by other students unfamiliar with the campus.
It is difficult to disentangle whether these differences in spatial location knowledge are due specifically to the way in which the geographic information is learned-by direct experience versus map reading-or if the differences are because of the amount of experience with the setting per se. When one studies a map, particularly one that is verbally labeled in one plane (as ours and most maps are), one learns the relative location of geographic elements from one perspective. When we learn the location of objects in a highly familiar setting, we continually experience the environment from multiple perspectives. We can offer some weak informal evidence that the multiple perspective experience causes the nonlinear building rotation functions found for familiar campus buildings. One pilot subject for Experiment 3 studied the map from multiple perspectives. Her reaction time function was nonlinear and closely resembled several of the individual functions of the subjects in the building condition of Experiment 2. Thus we suspect that the critical aspect that differentiated the Irvine and San Bernardino students' knowledge of San Bernardino campus buildings' loci was that the Irvine students learned the campus from only one perspective, whereas the San Bernardino students experienced their campus from multiple perspectives. Nevertheless, there is surely more to learning an actual geographic environment than studying dots on a piece of paper from multiple perspectives. We suggest that the multiple perspective aspect of the actual experience is but one important variable in knowledge acquisition in real settings. Other aspects of actual experience (e.g., motoric navigation, functional concerns, etc.) are probably also critical and warrant experimental investigation.
General Discussion
This series of experiments examined how individuals cognitively process physical information about the geographic environment. Overall, the data indicate that human beings have moderately accurate, accessible knowledge about geographic settings. This knowledge encompasses the distance between and relative location of geographic elements both at the immediate scale of the local setting and the more macro scale of the United States. Furthermore, although information about distances among states or buildings is processed similarly, the processing of spatial location may be more dependent on experience. State and building spatial location information were not processed similarly.
The results of Experiment 1 show that the symbolic distance effect generalizes to actual geographic distances between states or between familiar buildings. It took people longer to decide which of two pairs of buildings or states was physically closer together in distance, the larger the ratio of distance between the two pairs. Although subjects' introspective reports indicated that they imaged each interelement pair and then compared them, the linear function for the distance comparisons can also be readily explained by nonimaginal prepositional models of knowledge (Anderson, 1978) . Thus our data cannot speak directly to the debate about the forms of knowledge representations.
In the second experiment we demonstrated that individuals' spatial location knowledge for the familiar environment was not processed the same as their knowledge of the physical location of continental states in the United States. Although subjects exhibited similar accuracy in their judgments of the relative spatial location of both buildings and U.S. states presented as triads, reaction time functions for these judgments were markedly different. The time it took subjects to decide if a rotated triad of states was in the correct interspatial position was a direct linear function of the degree of deviation of the triad from the 0°C artesian plane of a standard U.S. map. On the other hand, for the familiar campus buildings, no such linear functions could be derived.
Experiment 3 supports the hypothesis that the nonlinear building rotation functions of Experiment 2 stemmed from subjects' active experience with their own campus setting. Subjects unfamiliar with the campus who learned building locations from a map exhibited a direct linear function for decision time and triad orientation, comparable to the state function found in Experiment 2.
This series of experiments has demonstrated that experimental paradigms with considerable internal validity can be used to study human knowledge of realistic settings. Cognitive psychologists have largely ignored information processing of complex stimuli in context (Neisser, 1976) . Additional research in this area may lead to a better understanding of how information is processed in real-world settings.
